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Shared Values
A story of our values, what 
they really mean and how 
we can live them. 



The time that Beaky 
the snake eagle let his 
friends down 

Once there was, and once there was
not, a giant baobab tree close to 

where two rivers met. The ancient tree 
was home to birds of all kinds who would 
sing in the dark asking the African sun 
to warm and paint their nests a bright 
orange.

The afternoon rainstorms had stopped 
as red dusty winds had begun marking 
the season’s end. The days had become 
oppressively hot as the sun swept across 
the cloudless sky. The parched riverbed, 
once teeming with fish and frogs had 
become a few scattered puddles racing to 
return back into the sky.

The animals, tired and exhausted 
occupied every bit of shade beneath the 
trees and bushes to escape the thick, 
dense heat. The baobab had water in her 
great belly but even that had started to 
dwindle.

To the snake eagles, there was no finer 
tree to call home! Their nest was at the 
very top of the baobab with a view far and 
wide in every direction. All the nests of the 
different birds were safe on the branches 
of the ancient tree and no intruder could 
hope to approach without being noticed. 
The snakes all knew of the snake eagle 
nest and would give the baobab tree a 
wide berth.

In the nest of the snake eagles, that 
looked quite untidy from the outside, but 
was very organised within, two excited 
parents stood. They were large, imposing 
birds with grey plumage, sharp talons and 
bright orange eyes watching intently for 
their new arrival.

“Welcome to the world,” were the first 
sounds Beaky heard as he finally cracked 
through his egg, the only one in the 
nest. “You are Beaky the snake eagle, sky 
warrior, visionary and servant of nature. 
While we wait for your eyes to open, you 
will learn about the sounds and stories 
of the many animal tribes around us,” 
shrilled Beaky’s mom, bursting with pride.

Beaky’s first few weeks flew past and he 
was always looked after by one of the 
parents while the other was out on snake 
eagle business. Both were very proud of 
young Beaky who grew so fast that one 
night, it became a balancing act for all 
three birds to sit in the nest at once. That 
night Beaky Mom and Beaky Dad agreed 
that the next day would be young Beaky’s 
big day.

“Have a look down there Beaky,” whistled 
Beaky Mom, “Come here to the end of the 
nest to have a look!”

Beaky’s first flight started 
unceremoniously when he was kicked 
out of the nest for the first time. As he 
bumped down from branch to branch 
Beaky cried, “Beaky Mom! Beaky Mom! 

What do I do? What do I do?”

“Just shake your wings, they’ll know what 
to do!” whistled Mom.

As Beaky unfolded and shook his wings, 
they took on a life of their own, moving 
both with and against the wind at once. 
Suddenly he stopped falling and began to 
soar and flap and spiral into a thermal, at 
one with the winds. Beaky’s heart opened 
as wide as the sky.

“Look at Beaky!” chorused the other 
birds in the trees flapping their wings in 
appreciation. “Beaky is going solo!”

As the days passed, Beaky was mentored 
by Beaky Mom and Beaky Dad. They 
introduced him to the birds, the tiny and 
huge animals, the allies of the snake eagle 
and how to play with the wind.

“Now you will learn why we belong to the 
snake eagle clan,” said Beaky Dad. “It’s 
time to fly and get lunch for the first time! 
But first, you need to know the truth. 
What we eat can kill us. Be careful, for 
what you hunt may be hunting you. You 
must learn the ways of what sustains us. 
You must learn to be patient, to watch and 
listen. Never kill what you do not eat. Each 
snake tribe is different. Some squeeze, 
some drip venom from their teeth, some 
spit, some play dead only to come alive 
when you think you have them. Some 
taste wonderful while others will make you 
sick. You need to know all the snakes to 
live a long and happy life,” said Beaky Dad.
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“But why do we specialise in snakes, since 
they are so dangerous?” asked Beaky. 
“Surely there must be safer animals to 
hunt?”

“It is true, we could hunt easier prey,” said 
Beaky Dad, “but this is our calling. We 
must do this because no other eagles 
do what we do. Snakes are so clever and 
crafty that if it were not for us, there would 
be no birds in the sky and the snakes 
would eat everything that lives, even each 
other! 

“My own father told me the story that the 
first snake eagle was asked by all the birds 
in the first tree to help save them from 
the snakes that were everywhere eating 
the birds and even their eggs! Remember, 
we snake eagles are made for this work! 
We have thick feathers that protect us 
from fangs, and huge yellow feet to hold 
the snake, our talons slice and our beaks 
can easily cut down a tree. And anyway, 
we snake eagles love a challenge,” he said, 
proudly adjusting his plumes. 

The time came for Mom and Dad Beaky 
to go to the annual eagle meet-up and for 
the first time, Beaky stayed home alone, 
did his own hunting and took care of the 
nest and the little birds. But unbeknownst 
to him, a very small sneaky snake had 
snuck up the tree while Beaky was 
distracted and lodged himself in a hole in 
the tree. From here he would slither out 
at night to steal baby birds. This situation 
annoyed Beaky but try as he might, he 

could not dig the snake out. The hole was 
too deep and narrow for claws or beak. 

The little birds clamoured and fluttered all 
around him and Beaky joined the protest, 
screeching into the snake hole as loud as 
he could. They carried on shouting all day, 
but when night came, the exhausted little 
birds took to their nests and left Beaky to 
guard the snake hole, a formidable claw 
stretched over the entry to keep the snake 
inside. But Beaky was also sleepy, and this 
was a sly snake, who knew how to whistle 
a soothing song to lull eagles into doing 
anything a snake may want them to do.

“Move your claw, brother eagle, move your 
claw. I’m just a little creature that cannot 
do you any harm. Let me go now and I will 
leave you and the little nests alone,” sang 
the snake.

“You must be eliminated, foul crawler,” 
warned Beaky, “My beak is sharp, my claw 
awaits!”.

And so it continued for three days and 
three nights. Beaky wished his parents 
would come home to help him, but 
nobody came to help. Beaky kept the 
snake prisoner and the snake never gave 
up pleading. By now they were both very 
tired and hungry.

“I’m almost dying in here!” sobbed the 
snake. “This is not a noble kill, which is the 
way of your kind. This is cowardly! Even 
the finches will laugh at you for killing 

defenceless little me! Let me flop out of 
the tree and you will never see me again. 
Just rest your claw a bit. Relax that poor 
claw. Just let go, just let go.” And the snake 
sang so sweetly, full of pleading that Beaky 
pulled up his claw and allowed the snake 
to crawl out of the hole and flop into the 
long grass below. Now that he was safe, 
the snake changed his tune and shrilled 
out venomous threats of revenge.

“I’ll get you, just you wait! I will tell King 
Python about you and we will all hate you 
and hunt you and your family!”

Beaky was miffed by the little snake’s 
fighting talk, but he was relieved that he 
was gone.

With the snake gone, the little birds were 
their happy selves again. Mom and Dad 
Beaky were back and Beaky said nothing 
to them about his experience.    

Before the moon changed her fullness 
thrice, Beaky had learned to be a snake 
eagle and had experienced the joy of 
following invisible updraughts and magical 
currents in the sky. Beaky would catch 
his own lunch and refine his technique by 
doing practice attacks, further terrifying 
the snakes. Beaky was becoming stronger 
and more confident by the day.

One morning Beaky Mom said, “Beaky, 
it’s time to tell you that it’s time. The wind 
is blowing the right way, the buffalo can 
smell the rains far away, the elephants, 



lion and kob antelope agree. It’s time to 
break free. Follow your vision, listen to the 
other animals, find your purpose and you 
will see me and your father again in the 
Great Meeting Place.”

“How will I get to the Great Meeting Place?” 
asked young Beaky and his parents 
chorused in unison, “Follow your vision, 
learn your gift, stay in your integrity, learn 
to serve as only an eagle can!” And with 
that, Beaky Mom, Beaky Dad and young 
Beaky left their nest and circled the old 
baobab flapping a goodbye to the other 
birds that remained.

At last Beaky was free to explore to his 
heart’s desire; to fly high, swoop low, 
change focus and hone his skills. Oh what 
fun it was to go adventuring among the 
clouds in the boundless African sky! He 
journeyed to strange places, new sights 
and sounds, and grew in strength and 
stature with every new experience. 

Season by season he alternated between 
his own admirable nest and the call of the 
migration. But he also loved returning to 
the baobab whenever he could, until one 
day, there were no advance welcoming 
party from his little bird friends. No 
singing chorus to show delight. Instead, 
he was greeted by a curious moaning and 
whistling, that somehow came from inside 
the tree. This was no bird, but something 
that boasted about riches and bemoaned 
being stuck.

“Too big, too thick to stretch my spine. 
Oh, oh, digest, digest, I must digest. I can’t 
turn. Stuck, stuck, when did I grow so 
much?”

“I recognise that voice,” thought Beaky. 
“It comes from something I should have 
taken care of long ago.”

Leaping down, he inspected the hole in 
the tree. It had become slightly bigger with 
time, but was still hidden, though a little 
tail-end of a snake was hanging outside,

“Scavenger! Low-life! You have made my 
tree a joyless place with your presence! 
Get out! Get out, I say! I am grown now 
and ready to see you off for good!”

“Hehehehe” replied the snake. “Your little 
friends tasted wonderful and I am still 
hidden and unlike last time, I am stuffed 
and can digest in peace for longer than 
you can bear. I have caught you again, 
weakling!” A pleased slithery rustle 
accompanied this snarky speech. Had that 
little bit of tail not poked out of the hole, 
Beaky would have been defeated. But 
snakes too make fatal mistakes, so Beaky 
gripped the tail with deadly aim and pulled 
the snake out of the hole. He had to pull 
hard, because the snake was now fat and 
lumpy.  

“You’re hurting me! Please, we’ll make a 
deal! Ouch! Ouweeeee!” 

Beaky showed no mercy this time – he 
dragged the snake out of the hole by its 
tail. A snake that had been weak and thin 
had become a corpulent python, still 
addicted to terrorising little birds.

“Go and digest now in the bowels of the 
earth, where you belong. You are a coward 
and not fit for me to eat. Go now!” Beaky 
flung the snake out of his tree, onto rocks. 
The snake now had not only terrible 
indigestion, but also a bruised body and 
tail. He whimpered as he slunk into a hole 
in the ground that would take him far 
away, never to return.
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